**KIM (THE BULLY):**

* Who do you think Kim is? Is she a friend of Joe’s?

* Do you think she is bullying Joe?

* Do you think Kim is responsible? Do you think she is the only one who should be punished?

* What do you think about Kim’s reaction to the situation?

* Do you think Kim was serious when she targeted Joe? Who do you think is in the best position to say if it was a joke or not? Joe or Kim?

* If Kim thinks it is only a joke, does this justify or excuse her behaviour?

* How do you think Kim feels when the police arrive at school?

* How did Kim think she could get away with what she did online? Discuss the difference between talking to people online and talking to them in real life, i.e. people are generally less inhibited online because of the perceived anonymity. Think about things that you might do or discuss online that you would not do or talk about offline.

* Was Kim’s bullying limited to when she was online? Was it limited to Joe?